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EWLTC Chairman’s report 2020 

 

Introduction 

The 2019 Chairman’s report reflected a really positive year not just on the courts and coaching but the social 

calendar also.  

This year 2020 however, we have been faced with the massive difficulties the coronavirus pandemic has 

placed on everyone including playing tennis and which we are all still facing. In spite of this I am pleased to be 

able to put a positive spin on the happenings at EWLTC during the year. 

At the beginning of the year, we went into national lockdown before the season had started. The Committee 

took up meeting by Skype and then Zoom sometimes twice a week to understand and appreciate the 

information being disseminated by LTA, Government sources and other bodies. 

Our responsibilities are taken very seriously as they should be acknowledging that EWLTC is part of the wider 

EWCCA community and we do not have control over all the grounds that we use. When legally permitted and 

we felt ready with risk assessments, the production of our own club covid rules and procedures the courts 

were cautiously opened up. Believe me, there was not always committee agreement on these matters 

however we operate democratically on what we believed to be necessary, although inevitably a small minority 

of members expressed disgruntlement I believe we acted in the best interests of the majority of members and 

had their support and that of the wider public. 

Throughout the year the rules and restrictions have been constantly reviewed and updated through 3 

lockdowns and working within the tier control system.  

So, from the outset I would like to express sincere thanks to everyone, committee, working groups and 

marshals who contributed to this and to you the members who allowed our tennis club to function safely 

during the year. In particular I would like to thank Ben Walton for the excellent court booking system he 

devised and managed with the assistance of others in its day to day operation. 

On the Committee Jamie Semple took over as men’s captain and John Curphey as Membership Secretary both 

sliding effortlessly into these roles. Apart from these two the Committee remained as 2019. 

Nicola Taylor took on the role of Welfare Officer, an ideal placement for someone with Nicky’s background and 

caring personality. 

Steve Walsh was enrolled as our Complaints Officer and performed admirably when he was called upon.  

 

Membership 

We took the view that membership rates had to reflect the reduced tennis time on offer so decided upon a 

general rate of 50% of last year’s membership. There was some concern initially over the membership 

numbers due to the coronavirus uncertainty but when many other clubs have struggled we have actually seen 

our membership increase by ~50% to 309, largely due to junior uptake as shown in the table below. We are 

now close to our recommended maximum membership quota depending on how one views the LTA 

guidelines. 

To all new members I would like to extend a warm welcome and hope you have many happy hours here on 

and off court.  
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(2019 figures in brackets) 

Coaching 

The coaching at East Wavertree progressed significantly this year. Our 3 established coaches at the beginning 

of the year Keely, Tia and Ewan were largely responsible for this progress together with the facilities we afford 

and the attractive membership fees we offered. 

Last year as you recall a main aim for this season was to increase the junior membership and as you will see 

this has increased to 112 overall, up 280% from last year, a fantastic achievement especially in the light of the 

competition from neighbouring clubs.  

To this effect and fitting in with the various coronavirus restrictions, besides private coaching, we offered; 

junior coaching sessions, the emergence of a junior performance squad, kids camp in the summer and autumn 

school holidays and adult group coaching for men and women. 

The behaviour and attitude of our juniors is something to be really proud of, they are indeed a credit to 

themselves, their families and our coaches. For too long we have been lacking juniors at our club and we are 

now feeling very confident and positive about the future with a great group of children at the club. 

 Keely and Tia with the core of junior coaching and Ewan with the performance squad so full of potential have 

done us proud so extended thanks to them for their time, efforts and commitment.  

The school links which we began to establish last year with the aid of a Tennis Lancs grant had to be put on 

hold, but we are hopeful that sometime in the near future they can be resumed and rekindled as part of 

another ambition last year which was to reach out more into the community. 

This year we also made formal coaching agreements with Tracy Smith (level 2) and Chris Semple (level2) after 

agreement with head coach Keely. So, our official coaching squad now stands as 5 qualified coaches, a squad 

to be reckoned with any club in the area. 

On 26th February we learnt that our Head Coach Keely had been awarded the Tennis Lancs “development 

coach of the year”. A fantastic achievement, well deserved congratulations to Keely. 

 

Tennis 

League tennis was cancelled this year but in order to offer some competitive play and in accordance with the 

restrictions in place at the time 2 great initiatives were introduced at EW. 

 

 Male Female Total 

Adult 58                             (56) 37                             (33) 93                                  (89) 

Senior 33                             (25) 8                               (10) 40                                  (35) 

Family        Adult 15                             (11) 14                               (9) 29                                  (20) 

Family        Junior 13                             (12) 6                                 (7) 19                                  (19) 

Junior 57                             (15) 36                               (6) 93 {71jnr1,22jnr2)      (21) 

Honorary 4                                 (4) 2                                 (2) 6                                      (6) 

Young Adult 6                                 (6) 2                                 (2) 8                                      (8) 

Associate 2                                 (2) 0                                 (0) 2                                      (2) 

Student 1                                 (1) 3                                 (3) 4                                      (4) 

Community 2                                 (1) 6                                 (0) 7                                      (1) 

Intermediate 1                                 (0) 1                                 (0) 2                                      (0) 

Country 1                                 (0) 1                                 (0) 2                                      (0) 

Total 199                        (133) 113                           (72) 309                             (205) 
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The box leagues were introduced and managed by Ewan in volunteer capacity and were hugely popular and 

successful. A total of 84 competitors joined in the singles and doubles leagues in the summer. The leagues 

resumed in the winter but had to be cancelled due to the 3rd lockdown but as soon as we are able they will be 

reintroduced again next season.  

The house leagues were the creation of Jamie Semple who controlled and managed them during midweek 

evenings. 89 members entered the house leagues for competitive games organised against people of like 

ability. The 4 houses created involved 108 inter house matches over 9 weeks all played in competitively but 

with great social spirit and were again hugely popular and successful. 

Full credit and thanks to Ewan and Jamie for these initiatives, indeed I’ve heard many commenting that the 

competitive tennis at the club this year has been better that if the league was operational. 

Under what format league tennis resumes if at all next year has to be determined but we have voiced our 

desire to the league management that we should like to play league tennis and if possible register the 11 

teams (7 men’s and 4 ladies) we intended this year. 

Also, under the management of Ewan we have entered teams in the National League, senior men and ladies’ 

teams and several junior teams. During my time at the club this is the first time I have been aware of this and I 

really hope it proves successful and we are also able to spectate at some of the matches. 

Organised social play was not possible in the usual format of turn up and play but the court booking system 

and our WhatsApp communication group allowed social play and arrangements to flourish, initially restricting 

the hours an individual could spend on court but later relaxing this when demand allowed. 

I would also make mention that we again allowed the Merseyside Veterans Association (MVTA) to use our 

courts for two sessions /week as previous years and extended this beyond summer this year as they were not 

able to play indoors. Although these times do monopolise the courts during their sessions, non EW member 

vets do pay a visitor’s fee and so some income is generated for the club by the vets group. I want to thank 

MVTA for their contribution to the club and hope future amicable arrangements can continue. 

 

Tournaments 

The annual memorial tournament could not take place in 2020 due to the coronavirus restrictions, but we 

hope it can be fitted in next year even in a revised format if needs be. 

The annual tournament took place in autumn and involved 87 players in some 156 matches. A larger number 

of entries than ever organised and run by Jamie and tournament management group. A new format was 

introduced for the handicap events which I think proved successful and prevented some of the very extended 

match times we had with the previous format. It is pleasing to note that we had junior tournaments included. 

With all matches completed the finals were due to take place at the end of October but were postponed as 

The Committee wanted them to be a spectacle event which we could not put on. They have been rescheduled 

for the last 2 weekends in March, but these dates are now not possible, and they will need further re-

arranging. 

 

LTA 

We have again registered the club with the LTA, receiving support and suggested initiatives frequently from  

time to time from them. There appears to be a definite push towards growing memberships by the LTA but as I 

mentioned earlier with our membership at the recommended quota (without floodlights) then much of this 

will not be applicable to us. 
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Please note 2 significant changes at the LTA this year are the National tennis rating system for those 

competitive players and the Wimbledon ballot which is being done on an individual basis not through the club. 

If not already a British Tennis member we encourage you to join and benefit from this our national governing 

body.  

 

Social Club and social events 

Understandably this year has been fairly dormant regarding social activity. The clubhouse has been closed all 

year except for the use of the wcs and a small period when lockdown permitted. 

Phil Duke our licencee continues to work tirelessly managing the bar, supplies and staffing. In the summer we 

were able to have restricted access opening all run by volunteers which helped us have a bit of normality so 

thankyou Phil and the volunteers for providing this service. 

Quiz meetings had to cease but John Fishwick continued to provide weekly general knowledge and now 

football quizzes by e-mail for those who want them, thank you John, this is much appreciated. I don’t think you 

have missed a week yet. 

Using our zoom registration, there have been regular Saturday night zoom quizzes held during the lockdowns, 

these are advertised on the social WhatsApp and open to everyone. 

Our lottery continued throughout by zoom thanks to Ted Hulme and Steve Tuthill raising important funds for 

the club. Regrettably, Steve decided to stand down during the year, but I would like to thank him for all the 

years of effort he has put in making this a success .  

The standing of the social club within EWCCA our parent body is being reviewed again in detail in line with 

HMRC and Charity Commission requirements and this will be communicated in due course. 

 

Club policies and rules 

We have added to our club policies for anti-bullying, WhatsApp communications and use of ball machines. 

The club rules do need to be brought up to date due to a few inconsistencies and this needs addressing at the 

physical AGM. Also, we do not have specific role requirements and descriptions for Committee members. This 

needs addressing next year as it has been the cause of some confusion and angst on the Committee this year. 

 

Communications 

We have endeavoured to keep members briefed and up to date with communications through e-mail, the 

website and WhatsApp groups. However next year I am sure The Committee will be looking at how this can be 

improved, refreshed and social media employed. 

 

Grounds and facilities  

EWCCA have faced similar difficulties to us but also faced lack of rental income. However, they decided early 

on that we needed to standby our trusted contractors for groundsman and cleaning and continue to pay them 

irrespective of the amount of work they were able to carry out. The courts as you all aware are probably the 

best in Liverpool, credit is again due to Ron and Terry Fillingham for this. Thanks also to Tracy and Noeleen our 

cleaning contractors who have had to adopt a flexibility into their tasks. 
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Fortunately, EWCCA as parent body was gifted £10K by the Government help out scheme for communities. 

This together with income raised for using the facilities for Covid test and trace has meant they have been able 

to assist both tennis and bowls section finances and you will see from The Treasurers report we finished the 

year in the black and still able to allocate money to our sinking fund. 

The working party diminished somewhat this year but a core of John Fishwick, Jamie Semple, Nick Chadwick 

and myself continue to work on various items for the tennis club and wider EWCCA grounds. Meeting most 

weeks when weather and conditions allow; should anybody wish to join us socially distanced please contact 

John. 

The newly acquisitioned ball machine will by the time we return to tennis be ready for use and housed in a 

purpose built charging locker. 

Floodlighting has not been forgotten about and remains on the agenda although put to one side for most of 

this year it will hopefully be progressed next year. You may appreciate the process is not straight forward 

being in a residential area and the planning, logistics, procurement, management and financing all have to be 

carefully considered. 

 

Personnel 

It is with sadness that I report this year the passing away of my wife Tina, a member for some 20 plus years 

and a past membership secretary for 10 years on and off. I would like to thank you for the support I have 

received it was quite overwhelming. It is also with sadness I report the recent passing away of Harold Malabar 

a respected honorary member and highly regarded past coach of the club.  

 

Concluding Remarks 

The Club were nominated for Tennis Lancs club of the year award 2020 and I wish to thank the committee and 

all the volunteers for the significant time and effort they have put into the club during the year and this 

nomination is some recognition.  

This year has undoubtedly been an extremely difficult one for everyone. The impact of the coronavirus 

pandemic on the tennis club has been immense and at times for many of us serving on this committee the 

management stressful and unpleasant at times. However, we have come through it and as a club in spite of 

everything I feel we have grown so can look to the year ahead with optimism. 

 I am writing this report on March 1st not knowing the nominations or make up of next year’s committee, but I 

am hoping there will be real interest and commitment from you the members to take it forward. Whether you 

are prepared to serve on the committee or not please continue to support the club in any way possible. 

Thank you. 

 

Personal Note 

I have always maintained that the strength of this club comes from you the members and the numerous 

people that volunteer and contribute in many ways to its success. However, in my opinion The Committee 

should see a regular turnover to keep the management fresh and progressive, also so nobody on it becomes 

indispensable with the club set in its ways so change cannot occur. In this respect the holding of office for 3-5 

years is in my opinion the optimum, of course this depends on other volunteers stepping forward. 
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When I took the Chairman’s role on in 2019 it was my expectation that I would serve for a 3 year term. 

However, my personal circumstances this year combined with the events and angst of the previous year mean 

that I have lost some of my vigour for the tennis club that I really feel a Chairman needs and so I intend putting 

my energy into other things (perhaps playing more tennis). It is with some regret I advise that I will not be 

standing as Chairman for 2021but would like to thank you all for the friendship and personal support I have 

received in the past 2 years. I hope I leave the Committee with the Club in good shape and well placed for the 

future. 

 

Mike Darling (01.03.2021) 


